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A series of quick tips to help you improve your photography and 
inspire you to new results.
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Note that the following information is general in nature due 
to the many different cameras available. If it does not work, 
your camera setup might require a slightly different approach.

Using slow shutter speeds has been around since the first 
images shot over 150 years ago. What is different today, 
is that we can shoot a lot of images and have fun trying for 
different slow shutter speed results and in particular, hand 
held. It costs nothing after that initial purchase.

As an example, in Namibian, I encouraged my customers to 
have a go at purposely blurring the opportunity. Some get it - 
some do not. Best technique is:

Aperture Priority - (Shutter Priority and Manual Modes also 
work.) I vary the shutter to around 1/15th to 1/60th of a 
second by adjusting my ISO and aperture, this depending on 
the subjects speed. Which of course can be anything moving 
- including you purposely moving.)

The key points are:

1. Drop your ISO to its lowest setting. 
2. Focusing to continuous. 
3. Stabilisation to action. 
4. Mode to Aperture Priority. (Or Shutter Priority.)
5. High continuous motor drive.

If in very bright conditions (which caused us a few issues in 
Etosha) you might need to use a Polarising filter or ND. These 
filters let in less light, to help you attain slower shutter speeds.
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IMAGES THIS PAGE
All images on this page were shot at 1/15th of a second. I 
decided to use this speed to maximise creative blur. 50 ISO
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TECHNIQUE
Pan with the moving subject, at the same speed. I often 
lock my focus points on a particular part of the subject and 
concentrate on that. I love slow shutter speed techniques 
when I feel I can offer a more creative result. Note that the 
best slow shutter speed images of animals and similar, are 
often from the side and while using controlled panning. 

Have fun... Keep shooting if you get more opportunities, this 
will offer you more choices, as slow shutter speed hand held 
shooting is a ‘hit or miss’ scenario. 

As mentioned, you can apply the slow shutter speed principle 
to many subjects. This feature shows a couple of examples.
Be adventurous and try to apply it to other subjects and 
opportunities - like - hey, your subject can be still, it is you that 
is moving. This style can offer very creative results.

More of these tips will be added from time to time. Please 
check our websites. Another great option. is to download my 
eBook - it’s FREE and loaded with more than 100 pages of 
information to help you shoot great images. It is fantastic on 
your phone as a quick reference, or motivational guide.

Enjoy…

ABOVE 
Shot years apart, same technique, 1/15th of a second. I 
decided to use this speed to maximise creative blur. 50 
ISO However, in both cases, I shot about 10 images for 1 
successful image.
BELOW
The more traditional slow shutter speed method is to use a 
tripod so that the camera is stable. You can still get blurred 
subjects, or parts of if they move. The base principle is the 
same with hand held, you just have more creative freedom.
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ABOVE
Going even slower can work. This shell at the waters edge was shot at 1 second 50 ISO. I hand held this and while the shell is 
not perfectly sharp, who cares? I personally love the final artistic look.
BELOW
Another 1 second exposure. I lock myself up to start the exposure. What I perceived as half the exposure, I moved the camera. 
This resulted in a ghosting effect. I could have had more fun and spun the camera around - next time... LOL


